A function / : R-»R is density continuous if it is continuous when both its range and domain are endowed with the density topology. The level sets of density continuous functions are characterised as those sets which are density closed and ambiguous.
Introduction
The density topology on the real line, R, consists of all sets, S, such that each point of S is a Lebesgue density point of S. The density topology is a completely regular refinement of the ordinary topology, which fails to be normal [4] . In this paper, we consider some properties of functions / : R->R which are continuous when the density topology is applied to both the range and domain. Such functions have been termed density continuous [6] .
It has recently been shown that density continuous functions do not form a vector space, and there are monotone and even C°° functions which are not density continuous [1] . On the other hand, all locally convex functions are density continuous [1] and density continuous functions are in the class Baire*l [2] .
In this paper, we answer a question posed by Ostaszewski [7] related to the properties of the class of density continuous functions, % , when viewed as a semigroup. This question is:
Query. Given a density closed G¿ subset F of R, is there an / e i© such that F= /->(0)7
It turns out that this question can be answered negatively. In §2, the level sets of density continuous functions are characterized as consisting of the sets which are closed in the density topology while being simultaneously FCT and G¿ . This shows that any density closed set F which is G¿ but not FCT is a counterexample to Ostaszewski's query.
We use the following notation:
int(A) -the interior of the set A ; dist(F, Q) = inf{\p -q\:p £ P and q £ Q}-the distance between sets P and Q; B(F ,e) = {x: dist(F, x) < e} ; d(A,x), d(A,x), d+(A,x), d~(A, x), and d(A,x)-the upper, lower, right, left, and ordinary (respectively) densities of a set A <z R at a point x £ R ; Lf(a) = {x £ R : f(x) = a} ;
WD -the set of all density continuous functions on R. Given P c Q c R, we say F is a portion of Q if there exists an open interval / such that P = I n Q ^ 0 .
Level sets of density continuous functions
The purpose of this section is to prove the characterization of the level sets of functions in WD . This is presented in Theorem 4. First, some preliminary results and definitions must be presented. Several of these results are interesting in their own right.
O'Malley [5] defined the class Baire*l to consist of all functions / : R -> R such that for every perfect set P, there exists a portion Q of P such that f\Q is continuous. The following theorem is known [2] . Theorem 1. % cBaire*l. Theorem 2. $ §> is a lattice. Proof. Let f, g £ %> , h = max{f, g}, and x0 £ R. Assume first that (*o) -f(xo) > g(xo) and that m £ (g(xo), f(xo)). If G is a density neighborhood of f(xo) contained in (aw, oo), then H = f~x(G) n g~x((-oo, aw)) is a density neighborhood of Xo with the property that h\H = f\H. This implies that h is density continuous at xq ■ A symmetrical argument handles the case when h(xo) = g(xo) > f(x0). Now, assume f(xo) = g(x0) = h(x0) and G is a density neighborhood of h(xo). Both f~l(G) and g~x(G) are density neighborhoods of xq , so H -f~x(G)D g~x(G) is also a density neighborhood of Xo . If x e H, then f(x) £ G and g(x) £ G, so h(x) = max(/(x), g(x)) £ G. From this, it follows that h~x(G) D H and h is density continuous at xo .
Therefore % is closed under the operation of taking the maximum of two functions.
we see % is closed under the minimization operation also. These two statements prove that % is a lattice. D
The following lemma was proved by the present authors [3, Corollary 1]. Lemma 1. // F is a closed set, then f(x) = dist(x, F) £ % .
The next theorem can be proved from a known result characterising the associated sets of Baire*l functions due to Pu and Pu [8] . Since it is in the spirit of what follows, we include the following shorter proof. By (a), we have defined Kr, provided the Fn are defined for all n < Ç. In particular, Kq = Lf(a) .
Thus, let us assume that Kr is defined. If Kr = 0 , then define Fr = 0 . If Kr ^ 0, we can find, using the fact that / £ Baire* 1, a portion Fr c A^ such that f\Fr is continuous. But, by (a), Lf(a) n Fj is dense in Fr, so f\Fr = a and, consequently, Fr C Fy(a). This implies (b) and (c), and, together with (a), also (d). The construction is finished.
As the sequence {Kr : Ç < cox} of closed sets cannot be strictly decreasing, (d) implies that there exists an n < a>x such that Kn = 0 ; i.e., such that Lf(a) = (J Fr.
But, (c) implies that each Fr £ ¥a , which immediately yields Lf(a) £ FCT .
Next, suppose that A £ Fa r\G¿ , f(x) = Xa(x) , and F is a perfect set. By supposition, both A and Ac are G¿ sets, so the Baire category theorem shows they both cannot be dense in F. Therefore, there must exist a portion Q c P such that either Q c A or Q c Ac . In either case, f\Q is constant and therefore continuous. This shows that / £ Baire* 1 with A = Lf( 1 ). d The following lemma is an easy consequence of the preceding lemma. Lemma 3. If A is a nonempty density closed set from FCT n G¿ such that A does not contain any infinite interval, then there is a maximal family {Un : n £ N} of pairwise disjoint bounded open sets such that AnU" is compact and nonempty. Lemma 4. Let A be a density closed set from FanGs that does not contain any infinite interval. There is a countable decomposition {Fy}yer of A into compact sets and a family {ey}yer-c (0, oc) such that Bx = {y£T:x£B(Fy,ey)} is finite for all x e R and {B(Fy,h)\Fy:y£T} is locally finite in the density topology.
Proof. We will use induction to define sets Kr , F(Ç,n), and U(Ç, n) for n £ N and Ç < u>x satisfying (a) F(C,t]) = KrnU(C,n), 
Oy
First notice that for every x £ R, the set Ux = {y : x £ Uy} is finite. Otherwise, there is an infinite sequence yk -(Çk, nk) such that x £ U7k . It follows from (e) that £" ^ Cm whenever n / aw . By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that C,k is an increasing sequence.
where the first inequality follows from the fact that Kr is a decreasing sequence and the second from (d). Since lim^á^ = 0, there is an n > 1 such that 0 < àym < à for all aw > n . In particular, àyn < ^ = à.ist{Krt, x) < dist(F>,n, x) ;
i.e., x ^ B(Fyn, Syn) = Uyn. This contradiction establishes that Ux is finite. This implies that Bx is also finite, which establishes the first part of the lemma.
Let
Yx=T\Bx, S= f]B(Fy,ey)\Fy, T = (J B(Fy, e7)\Fy, yeBx yer, and U = S\T. Evidently, x £ U, S is open, and U intersects only finitely many of the F(Fj,, ey)\Fy. To finish the proof, it is enough to show that U has full density at x. This is done by establishing that d(T, x) = 0. To do this, let e > 0. Choose Y2 c Yx such that Yx \ Y2 is finite and ¿~lyer2 ay < E ■ Since ey < ôy, acq can be chosen such that for ac > /en ,
(x,x+l/k)n \J(B(Fy,ey)\Fy
The first inequality in (2) The first term on the right-hand side is the empty set because ey < 5y < dist(x,Fj,) and from the assumption that 1/ac < Sy. Letting y = inf(Fy n [x, oo)), we see that (x, x + l/k) n (B(F,y, ey)\Fy)\ = \{x,x + l/k)n(y-ey, y)\.
In case y = oo, the right-hand side vanishes and the conclusion is obvious.
Assume y £ R. Notice that y > x + l/k , y -ôy > x, and y -ôk + l/k < y because dist(x, y) > dist(x, Fy) >ôy> l/k. 
